
The distinctive, new SRW Shuffleboard Table has half circles 
on the ends, and boy is it stunning. It's an elegant and metic-
ulously crafted piece of art; not your ordinary game table. 
For the walnut top rail, we steam bend vertical grain premi-
um walnut and use a round over on all the edges. 

The SRW Shuffleboard Table's wood is buttery smooth and 
perfect to lean on for those tricky shots where you want to 
knock your opponent off the board. The steel frame follows 
suit and is handcrafted with half circular ends. The rock 
maple plank is gorgeous and extremely durable with a UV 
resistant, epoxy resin topcoat to last for years of play. Black 
walnut is meticulously inlaid forming the lines and numbers 
and Woolsey logo. The gutters are lined with a luxurious 
caramel leather (or midnight black) with baseball stitching 
detail.
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The bottom of the rock maple plank has climatic adjusters 
to level it out should you need to for perfectly flat play. Solid 
black walnut, hand-turned legs (with hidden leg levelers) 
sleeve into the steel frame and allow for adjustment on 
uneven floors.

Comes with 4 white and 4 black pucks, plenty of shuffle-
board salt (aka wax, powder, sand), and a magnetic wall 
mount to hold the pucks when not in use.

9’-20’ sizes available.
Overall size is 31” wide x 31” tall.

Multiple gutter linings available.  

SRW SHUFFLEBOARD
TABLE



UNPARALELLED IN
CRAFTSMANSHIP,  
THOUGHTFUL DE-
TAILS,  AND 
CUSTOMIZABILITY.



All our shu�eboard tables come with pucks and a wall rack that holds the pucks when not in use. 

Add one of our scoreboards to your table for $750. The wood will match your handrail. 
Our scoreboard is permanent and mounted into the wood toprail with brass bars. 
Brass thumbscrews smoothly move along the scoring area as you play. 



FELT OPTIONS FOR SHUFFLEBOARD TABLES
Samples available upon request

175 GRAPHIT 160 BEIGE

BLACK QUILTED 
LEATHER

WHITE QUILTED 
LEATHER

BROWN QUILTED 
LEATHER

ONYX WOOLLY CHOCOLATE WOOLLYCAMEL WOOLLY SAND WOOLLY 

* We have other options available as well upon request. 
   We also do COM if you want to use a speci�c fabric. 


